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Jam double chill wireless speaker instructions

It’s been some time since I tried any new Jam products, although they have never been too far away from me, as the Jam Rhythm and Symphony WiFi speakers continue to be my go to in my home.  They have recently released a new wave of speakers and headphones, including their ‘chill’ series, which includes the Zero Chill, Chill Out & Double Chill. We got sent the latter, two
Double Chill speakers, so I’m guessing I will be able to sync them up for some stereo audio. Let’s find out. The Double Chill is a small, portable Bluetooth speaker, capable of pairing with another for stereo audio and includes a water & dust proof construction, ideal for outdoor activities. In the box, you get the speaker, USB charging cable, aux cable and a quick start guide. The
speaker comes with a 2 year warranty from Jam. Noteworthy spec’s: – Bluetooth with 30m/100ft range – 12 hours playback via rechargeable lithium battery – Speakerphone function – Pair two speakers together to create stereo sound – Water & dust proof (IP67 rated) The speaker itself is small, it’s very much handheld and portable. It can come in a variety of colours, although the
official Jam website currently only have black, blue and grey on sale. It has a plastic case, with most of the sides covered in a fabric material. To the bottom of the speaker is a removable cover, which allows access to the aux in and micro USB ports. There is also a small side cover, which allows you to pull the charging or aux cable through and sit the speaker nicely, if desired.
Both covers were tough to open first time round, they do provide a waterproof seal remember! There are just two rubber push buttons on the speaker, which allow you to power on/off, play, pause, change track or volume and accept calls. Between each button, the raised part, is also actually button, which is used to turn the speaker on/off. Yes, you can use the speaker in a
conference call situation.  There is also a small, fixed strap, allowing you to connect the speaker to a clip of sorts. Before using the speaker, ensure you charge it via the USB cable. Jam recommend a minimum of 2 hours charge, which should give you the stated 12 hours playback. No plug adapter is provided, so either use one you have lying around, possible phone charger? or
plug into your pc or laptop. Red indicator light means battery is low, solid means it’s charging and when the light goes out, the battery is fully charged. Pairing two speakers together is done via several button sequences between the two, it’s quite straight forward but I recommend you follow the instructions provided. The speaker is IP 67 rated, which means it can be fully
submerged in up to 1m of water, if needed. However, if the base at the bottom is not fully secured, then it is no longer IP rated and water will cause damage. For the size and shape of these little speakers, the sound quality is excellent. They are small, so they do lack bass, which was expected. However, the quality of the sound produced is clear & loud, and there is a touch of
bass. Sound quality remains are the higher volumes and pairing two together, only increases to the quality & experience. Using the speaker was easy, there isn’t too much that can go wrong with the three buttons, and I can confirm it is waterproof, I did test it. With a RRP of £39.99, this is a solid buy for me, for it’s portability, sound quality, robustness and battery life. Getting two
adds to the experience, but it’s not necessary and chances are, you wouldn’t want to take two speakers out with you anyway, I wouldn’t. Two thumbs up from me! For more info, check out the official Jam website. JAM Instruction Books are available to download in PDF format. JAM Current Product Catalog Please select the product you are looking for to begin downloading.
Instruction books are in English, Français, Español, Deutsch, Nederlands, Dansk, Italiano, Suomi, Türkçe, Svenska, Русский, Norsk, Ελληνικά, Čeština, Magyar, Português, Slovenčina, Română, Polski, ةيبرعلا , and 한국어. Choose Your Product JAM Bookshelf Speakers (HX-P400) JAM Hang Up speaker (HX-P101 ) JAM Chill Out speaker (HX-P202 ) JAM Hang Tight speaker (HX-
P303 ) JAM Double Chill speaker (HX-P404 ) JAM Hang Around speaker (HX-P505 ) JAM Zero Chill speaker (HX-P606 ) JAM Heavy Metal speaker (HX-P920) - purchased after Feb 2017 JAM Been There headphones (HX-HP202 ) JAM Out There headphones (HX-HP303 ) JAM True Wireless Athlete Earbuds (HX-EP525) JAM True Wireless Exec Earbuds (HX-EP625) JAM Live
Loose Earbuds (HX-EP202 ) JAM Live Large Earbuds (HX-EP303 ) JAM Live Fast Earbuds (HX-EP404 ) JAM Tune In Earbuds (HX-EPC202 ) JAM Live True Earbuds (HX-EP900 ) JAM Live Free Earbuds (HX-EP909 ) Legacy JAM products Got an old JAM product? We've got you covered. Please select the product you are looking for to begin downloading. Select model:
Bluetooth Speakers Bluetooth Headphones Wifi Speakers Jam Rhythm HX-W9901 Jam Symphony HX-W14901 Jam Voice HX-P590 Turntables & Speakers Jam Sound Turntable HX-TTP200 Jam Speaker HX-TS100 Jam Turntable HX-TT100 An awesome team of students from our education program made this wiki. If the device will not turn on, try charging it for 3-4 hours and
then try turning it on again. If the device won’t charge, try a different USB port either on a laptop or desktop. The problem might be with the cord, try using a different micro-USB/full USB charging cord. Hit to insert another list item, and twice in a row to end the list. To get subitems, repeat the bullet character once for each level of indent you want (e.g. **) * If charging does not work,
the battery might need to be replaced. try following this battery replacement guideIf replacing the battery does not work, the charging port may need to be replaced. Follow this guide to replace the charging port. If the rubber pad on the bottom of the speaker becomes worn down and slides off of surfaces, it may need to be replaced. follow this replacement guide to remove the
base. If the speaker distorts the sound, lower the volume on the speaker. this should prevent the sound from being distorted. If the Bluetooth speaker does not play audio when attached to another device by audio cable, try the following: Make sure that both the speaker and the device are turned on and that the volume on the speaker and the device are on. Try unplugging the
speaker from the device and plugging the speaker back into the device.Try using a different audio cord.If the problem persists, you may need to replace the audio jack on the speaker. Follow this guide to replace the audio jack on the speaker. If the speaker is not pairing with Bluetooth devices or showing that it’s paired but there is no sound, try turning off both the speaker and the
device you are pairing it with. If the device you are trying to pair to the speaker asks you to enter a passcode, enter "0000" to pair the device to your speaker. This guide demonstrates the basics for disassembling the speaker. This device has 3 buttons for playing and pausing the audio and volume control. If these buttons break or become unresponsive, follow this guide to replace
the buttons. This speaker has a DS-1176 motherboard. If the motherboard is not functioning, follow this guide to replace the motherboard. To reset your speaker press and hold the play/pause button for 5 seconds or so, until you hear a sound or see a red light flashing. Note: Restoring the speaker's factory defaults erases all paired Bluetooth devices from the speaker's memory.
Where There's A Jam, There's A Party! www.jamaudio.com READ UP. JAM TOUCH LANGUAGE SELECTOR PIN Below you will find a Language Selector Pin (LSP), which you can use to toggle through featured languages on your Jam Touch. 1. Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds to power on. 2. Once the speaker is on, turn it over. 3. Place the LSP in the language
pin hole and toggle through until you reach your desired language or tone. Note: The language are loaded in the following order: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Tone, and then back to English. HEY. HAVE WE SEEN YOU HERE BEFORE? Register your speaker at www.jamaudio.com. Information about where you bought it and how you're using it is like gold for the people
who make these speakers. Do them a solid, will ya? Por manual de instrucciones e información de garantía en español visítenos en www.jamaudio.com There are lots of cool Jam speakers. Check them all out at www.jamaudio.com Speaker JUST CHARGE IT Charging the speaker is so easy you've probably figured it out by now, but just in case, you've got two options: you can
charge it using your computer or a wall outlet. 1. The cord that came with the speaker—the one with the USB on one end and the Micro USB on the other—is made to work with your computer. Now go get ready for an epic night while your speaker does too. It needs about 3 hours to be fully charged for 5 hours of party time. CONTROL YOUR DESTINY...OR AT LEAST YOUR
SPEAKER 1. That's the power button, press and hold for 5 seconds to power on 2. It speaks too. Toggle between languages here 3. The power cord goes here 4. Hook it up old-school 5. Skip back a track or jam on to the next song 6. Touch it to play, touch it again to pause 7. Twist to the right to turn the music up 8. Just twist to the left to turn the music down (Wait, why do you
need to turn it down?) 9. Check out how much juice is in the battery 10. That light lets you know when Bluetooth is connected 11. Language Selector Pin ALLOW US TO SHED SOME LIGHT What It Looks Like Flashing Red CHARGE Solid RED (when plugged in) OFF (when plugged in) Quick Flash BLUE Slow Flash BLUE RED ™ VOICE PROMPTS The voice prompts will walk
you through your speaker's status, telling you when it is: Ready to pair, paired, ignoring a call, ending a call, charging and powering off. If you'd rather hear tones, simply use the included Language Selector Pin to toggle to the tone option. Please visit www.jamaudio.com to explore translations in your language. Charging Cord User Manual 2. If you want to use the wall outlet, What
It Means Low Battery Charging Ready to Party Pairing Mode Connected Line-in Mode USER GUIDE AND WARRANTY INFORMATION PARTY DOWN. LANGUAGE SELECTOR PIN Language Selector Pin you'll need to pick up a power cord with a Micro USB the next time you're at the store, or use any USB AC adapter, including the one for your cell. 1 8 2 3 4 11 HX-P550 5 6 5
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